Animal Specialists Liberated – Rhode Island Goes Wireless
Location
Rhode Island, United States
CommtechWireless Dealer
Renee Postell
CommtechWireless USA

Increasingly, people are placing
more importance on the health and
well-being of their pets. Our four-legged
and two-legged friends are now more
a part of our families than ever. In
fact, some families consist of only two
adults and a pet or two; there’s even a
name for the phenomenon - fur kids.
Ocean State Veterinary Specialists (OSVS)
provides 24 hour emergency care to beloved
‘fur kids’ in the East Greenwich area of Rhode
Island. The state-of-the-art facility is operated
and staffed by talented and experienced
clinicians specializing in internal medicine,
surgery, radiology, critical care, dermatology
and even exotic animal medicine – including
our many and no-legged friends! Admirably,
to insure the future of animal welfare, the
facility also provides advanced training
for veterinarians, veterinary students and
veterinary technicians.

With the pace of an animal hospital every bit
as hectic as that of one for mere humans,
OSVS required a simple, fast and efficient
way of contacting a number of key internal
staff throughout the facility. The requirement
presented to Renee Postell was for wireless,
alphanumeric messaging from the PCs of
administration staff.
The initial solution was a single user RESPage
system incorporating five 6120 alphanumeric
pagers. This system was installed as a
demonstration and OSVS were quickly
convinced of its suitability. This brought about
a prompt upgrade to a 10 user RESPage
system and 25 more pagers. Then, when
the always-busy facility found they needed
more users, a further upgrade to a 25 user
RESPage system was provided.
The RESPage PC paging software provides
the advanced paging features of BASEPage,
without the sophisticated alarm integration
of that product. The multi-user, reliable
RESPage operates on the POCSAG paging
format and allows multiple recipients and the
management of schedules for OSVS’ numerous

staff. The inclusion of the durable, light and
easy to use 6120 alphanumeric pager means
Ocean State Veterinary Specialists can send
messages, with up to 500 characters, to the
right staff in the blink of an
eye - or the wag of a tail.
The work carried out
by OSVS is greatly
appreciated
by
pet
owners, and animals,
throughout
the
Rhode Island area
and the entire US.
CommtechWireless
is pleased to provide
the facility with the
‘purrrrfect’ solution for
their messaging needs
– delivering messages in
all conditions; even when
it’s raining cats and dogs.
(N.B. The puns expressed in
this article are not necessarily
endorsed by the editors).
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MAXPage Scores a Touchdown!
Location
United States
CommtechWireless Dealer
DV Sport Software

There is nothing more heart-breaking for a sports fanatic than seeing
their favorite team lose the most important game of their season
because a referee misses a call or misreads the play. To combat this,
in the NFL, there is a system that allows coaches to call for an instant
replay to judge the referee’s decision. This can only be done if the
referee is notified immediately – and is usually attempted by throwing
a red beanbag on the field.
DV Sport develop video analysis systems for sports teams at all levels of competition.
Based in Pittsburgh, the company has created a system that provides coaches with
the kind of instant replay capabilities usually associated with massive, professional
television networks. The system means that coaches can review a play before
deciding whether to question the decision by throwing the beanbag onto the
field.
While DV Sport’s innovation has gone a long way towards keeping the game
fair, by the time the play is reviewed with the sophisticated DV Sport Software
system and the beanbag is thrown, it can be too late for the referee’s decision
to be reversed. DV Sport decided that a more efficient way to alert referees of a
required review was needed.

Location
Indonesia
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At CommtechWireless, we know how
ineffective throwing pillows can be. It
was nurses throwing pillows in hallways
to signal a cardiac arrest that led to
the creation of our flagship product
BASEPage. Knowing that the way
around the pillow throwing system
was to page medical staff automatically,
the solution to DV Sport’s problem was
obvious.

PT Kijang Dharma Solusindo in
Indonesia have a long and illustrious
history in the paging industry. As a
wide-area paging carrier, PT Kijang
Dharma Solusindo have been servicing
the messaging needs of Indonesia for
some time.
The company has, in the past, installed several
CommtechWireless BASEPage systems in
prestigious hospitality sites. These exclusive
hotels include Jakarta’s stately JW Marriott
Hotel. BASEPage is used within these locations
to keep in contact with staff throughout the
facility and ensure the highest customer service
possible.
Recently, PT Kijang Dharma Solusindo used
equipment from CommtechWireless to offer its
customers an innovative and unique fire safety
solution. The solution, installed in a factory in
Indonesia, is essentially a ‘virtual’ fire panel
linked to a number of fire detection systems.
The system is able to operate fire alarms and
send messages to key personnel in the event
of a fire. The solution overcame the impossible
cabling requirements of a massive and very
busy factory floor, which could not be shut
down, to allow a more traditional solution to be
implemented.
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At the center of this inventive system is
BASEPage. The program receives messages
from AIM Paging Systems that are connected
to traditional fire alarms and smoke and heat
detectors. By means of a wireless relay input,
messages are sent through AIM controllers to
the BASEPage server. BASEPage then prints
out a record and sends, via a transmitter,
messages to relay outputs. These relay outputs,
in turn, operate the building’s annunciator
system which is responsible for initializing
fire alarm bells. Additional fire alarm bells are
operated wirelessly - directly from messages
sent by the transmitter.
As an example, if the glass from a fire alarm
is broken and the alarm activated, the Alarm
Interface Module (AIM) Paging System
connected to the alarm will immediately send
a message, by way of its dedicated transmitter,
to a Commtech RELAYPage unit. This output
from the RELAYPage is seen as an input to the
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AIM connected
to the BASEPage
Server. This input then triggers a
separate paging message to be sent to a further
RELAYPage unit which closes its relay output thus triggering the fire alarm annunciators.

CommtechWireless devised a
system to supersede the NFL’s primitive messaging method by integrating the
versatile MAXPage Lite paging unit and a number of 4140 numeric pagers
– taking the game into the modern age. The MAXPage Lite system provides
DV Sport with the exact functionality required – the pressing of a single button
in the coach’s box to instantly alert the referees via vibrating pager.

Additionally, BASEPage will print a record of the
alarm to the printer output and make it possible
to have every staff member on the system
receive a pager message - alerting them to the
exact nature of the fire alarm and its location.

DV Sport installed the system in 32 college football stadiums in the South Eastern,
Atlantic Coast and Big East Conferences. Now, whenever a play is reviewed and
deemed an incorrect decision, the coach simply presses a button and the
referee immediately stops the game for review.

With this comprehensive fire safety system
onboard, PT Kijang Dharma Solusindo’s
customers throughout the world are better
able to keep their staff and resources safe
from fire. PT Kijang Dharma Solusindo,
CommtechWireless and BASEPage have all
combined to create a fire safety solution that is
as thorough as it is simple.

Congratulations to DV Sport and Ellen Johnson of
CommtechWireless for finally making referees accountable for
all those decisions that can bring tears to the eyes of grown
sports fans. Now we can breathe easy knowing that the
correct decisions are made every time. This is great
news for sports fans - unless the decision goes
against your team!
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